4:2	THE   MESOPOTAMIA^   CAMPAIGN.
advance to Baghdad had been more or less permanently
under consideration at the India Office and in India. Now,
the dash and energy of the operations which culminated in
the victory at Kut stirred popular enthusiasm at Home, and
.brought General Nixon's series of .successes to the public eye.
Realising this, the Military Secretary at the India Office
quickly apprehended that there would be a general desire on
the part of the public to see these successes exploited to the
utmost, and he foresaw that British policy would seek to
achieve an even more spectacular triumph in the Middle East.
The soundness of attempting to gain a military conquest
simply as a conquest—that is, without achieving a definitely
valuable strategical result—is open to question, and the
Military Secretary, who appreciated the situation with
great clearness, brought out several points which seemed to
show that strategically the advance to Baghdad was dangerous.
He said that even if General Nixon got to Baghdad he had
not enough troops to hold the place without entirely depleting
his reserve—which already was practically non-existent;
that close to the city there were no suitable tactical
positions from which to defend his flanks and communica-
tions; and, having strongly emphasised the need for hus-
banding Imperial resources and not expending them in what
was after all only a secondary theatre of war, he concluded
by saying " If we do not stop him, General Nixon will soon
"be in Baghdad, regardless of orders, and we shall then be
"faced with the grave alternative of either having to with-
" draw, or to make our occupation effective." This strong
expression of opinion naturally created grave doubt in the
mind of the Secretary of State for India, who was the
authority responsible for the conduct of the campaign, and
at this point the General Staff at the "War Office was asked
for an authoritative opinion on the matter. A section of
the General Staff had been in touch with the progress of the
campaign but, having had no responsibility for the operations,
and knowing practically no details of the military situation,
its conclusions, naturally, were very general. However, on
the whole, the General Staff agreed with the Military Secretary
at the India Office, and appreciated that from the local point
of view the advance was undesirable because it must " leave
" us weak everywhere " in Mesopotamia ... In effect, then,
military opinion at Home was unanimous in recommending
that General Nixon should " sit tight," holding what he had
got with the troops he had, rather than that lie should
embark on an enterprise which must eventually make heavy

